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Acclaimed author Joe Lansdale's landmark tale of love and vengeance at the dark dawn of the East Texas oil boom. Jack Parker knows all too well how treacherous life can be. His parents did not survive a smallpox epidemic. His grandfather was murdered. Now his sister Lula has been kidnapped by a bank robber. Alongside bounty hunter
Shorty, an eloquent dwarf with a chip on his shoulder, and Eustace, the grave-digging son of an ex-slave, Jack sets off to rescue Lula. In turn-of-the-century Texas, that quest is likely to turn dangerous. Murderous outlaws find their homes in the remote wilderness. Oil wells spurt liquid money from the ground. And blood and redemption still
rule supreme.
The Wolf Chronicles Part 1 The Spirit of a Wolf. England, 1645 begins the last stand of the wolves with the birth of a new leader. The battle for supremacy in the spirit world between wolf and man escalates. Veka leads his pack against the violent onslaught from the human forces on earth. His only backing, the supreme command of the wolf
forces in the heavens. Human history becomes interwoven with the wolves efforts to stem the tide against the genocide of the wolf species. They infiltrate human society in human form, releasing their wrath against theirformidable foe on an unprecedented scale. The continuous slaughter of their kind carries on relentlessly as the human spirit
forces renew their efforts to wipe the wolves out. Then a final effort by the wolves starts with a clandestine infiltration of human leadership on earth. A plan that will see the end of mankind as it is known. What starts out in the forest of England ends in violence, deceit and mayhem in the Acacia jungle of Southern Angola. Part 2. The Mamba
Files. Thirty years later. The war in the heavens comes to an end in a shaky truce. An end not altogether accepted by all in the wolf camp. Veka becomes the new commander of the wolf forces and seeks the lost members of his pack amidst the violent human gang wars in the port city of Durban. Their fates mingle with that of the crime boss
Ronald Raider and culminates in a bloody battle for survival on a Chinese freighter. The coming of the Omega brings the truce between the humans and the wolves to an end. This time Veka and his friends may have to fight against their own kind.
I May Be Big But I Didn't Cause That Solar EclipseAuthorHouse
A Study of Cartoon Camelots on Film and Television
(Writing as JJ Marric)
The Toxic Power
Crime Fiction in America
I May Be Big But I Didn't Cause That Solar Eclipse
The Humorous Parson

Vigorous, colorful, bold and highly personal, Breaking New Ground is the autobiography of Gifford Pinchot, founder and first chief of the Forest Service. He tells a fascinating tale of his efforts, under President Theodore Roosevelt, to wrest the forests from economic special interests and to bring them under management for multiple- and long-range use. His philosophy of
"the greatest good for the greatest number over the longest time" has become the foundation upon which this country's conservation policy is based. In a new introduction for this special commemorative edition, Char Miller of Trinity University and V. Alaric Sample of the Pinchot Institute for Conservation trace the evolution of Gifford Pinchot's career in the context of his
personal life and the social and environmental issues of his time. They illuminate the courage and vision of the man whose leadership is central to the development of the profession of forestry in the United States. Breaking New Ground is essential reading for anyone interested in understanding the basis of our present national forest policy, and the origins of the
conservation movement.
Wilson's approach can be seen as a communal romanticism, dealing with ordinary people, language, and problems, giving the priority to the feeling and human dignity over logic, power and money, putting freedom and equity as a pivotal concern, almost presenting women and children as victims, and highlighting the importance of heritage, identity, and culture. As his selfrevision message, all those three plays demonstrate scenes of black self-review, showing the blacks' part of responsibility in the situation they live in. It is a project of self-rehabilitation for the blacks. Since American society is a multicultural spectrum, there is not any certain legibly ascribed American identity. That is why Wilson does not submit to the claims of the
dominant cultural trend by some white critics like Brustein. Wilson confidently presents the blacks' identity typified with self-fulfilment and contribution to the American culture, as his alternative contributory image of man against the white dominant models, or the violent black ones.
"My folks allus belongs to the Cavins and wore their name till after 'mancipation. Pa and ma was named Freeman and Amelia Cavin and Massa Dave fotches them to Texas from Alabama, along with ma's mother, what we called Maria. "The Cavins allus thunk lots of their niggers and Grandma Maria say, 'Why shouldn't they—it was their money.' She say there was plenty
Indians here when they settled this country and they bought and traded with them without killin' them, if they could. The Indians was poor folks, jus' pilfer and loaf 'round all the time. The niggers was a heap sight better off than they was, 'cause we had plenty to eat and a place to stay. "Young Massa Tom was my special massa and he still lives here. Old Man Dave seemed
to think more of his niggers than anybody and we thunk lots of our white folks. My pa was leader on the farm, and there wasn't no overseer or driver. When pa whip a nigger he needn't go to Massa Dave, but pa say, 'Go you way, you nigger. Freeman didn't whip you for nothin'.' Massa Dave allus believe pa, 'cause he tells the truth. "One time a peddler come to our house
and after supper he goes to see 'bout his pony. Pa done feed that pony fifteen ears of corn. The peddler tell massa his pony ain't been fed nothin', and massa git mad and say, 'Be on you way iffen you gwine 'cuse my niggers of lyin'.' "We had good quarters and plenty to eat. I 'members when I's jus' walkin' round good pa come in from the field at night and taken me out of
bed and dress me and feed me and then play with me for hours. Him bein' leader, he's gone from 'fore day till after night. The old heads got out early but us young scraps slep' till eight or nine o'clock, and don't you think Massa Dave ain't comin' round to see we is fed. I 'members him like it was yest'day, comin' to the quarters with his stick and askin' us, 'Had your
breakfas'?' We'd say, 'Yes, suh.' Then he'd ask if we had 'nough or wanted any more. It look like he taken a pleasure in seein' us eat. At dinner, when the field hands come in, it am the same way. He was sho' that potlicker was fill as long as the niggers want to eat. "The hands worked from sun to sun. Massa give them li'l crops and let them work them on Saturday. Then he
bought the stuff and the niggers go to Jefferson and buy clothes and sech like. Lots saved money and bought freedom 'fore the war was over. "We went to church and first the white preacher preached and then he larns our cullud preachers. I seed him ordain a cullud preacher and he told him to allus be honest. When the white preacher laid his hand on him, all the niggers
git to hollerin' and shoutin' and prayin' and that nigger git scart mos' to death.
The Shepherd of the Hills
Hangman's Dozen
Man of Risk
The Care, Cure, and Education of the Crippled Child
Antiriot Bill, 1967
The Image of Man in Selected Plays of August Wilson
Reproduction of the original: The Shepherd of the Hills by Harold Bell Wright
For some reason, which may be either arrogance or apathy, the British are very slow to state their case to the world. At present the reasons for our actions and the methods which we have used are set forth in many Blue-books, tracts, and leaflets, but have never, so far as I know, been collected into one small volume. In view of the persistent slanders to which our
politicians and our soldiers have been equally exposed, it becomes a duty which we owe to our national honour to lay the facts before the world. I wish someone more competent, and with some official authority, had undertaken the task, which I have tried to do as best I might from an independent standpoint.
If you've ever pondered that interval of time Between the Motion and the Act, you are not alone. So, entreat yourself to a potpourri of verse that swallows smoothly into the spirit; like sweet vermouth. Savor each word. Allow them to take you on a quiet journey into self. Destination: You. Souvenirs: A tote of smiles, tears, reflection, passion and a renewed sense of self and
what it means to just...simply love.
Four Novellas
MARIE BELLOC LOWNDES Ultimate Collection: Murder Mysteries, Spy Thrillers, Horror Novels, Crime Stories & Royal Biography
Scandalous Liaisons
Pendulum
Lavengro
Space Chase
LOOKING BACK AT MY AMERICA is the life story of an 81 year old physician who has combined two books into this one volume. Starting with his family's exciting escape from Ottoman Turkey to become famous American tobacco millionaires presented as a factual historical novel.The biographical portion encompasses his growing up in East Harlem,N.Y. going to France in WWII as a combat infantry soldier with the 36th
Infantry Division during the BATTLE OF THE BULGE. As a biochemist then medical doctor, LIBRIUM and VALIUM were developed,followed by an NIMH post-doctoral fellowship,becoming a psychiatrist with court expert experiences and a San Quentin Prison therapist. He also recounts his memorable shipboard life experiences as a Ship's Surgeon.
Michigan horror author Rick McQuiston offers his latest batch of horror tales. Twelve stories about everybody's favorite creepy crawlies: spiders.
This meticulously edited collection is formatted for your eReader with a functional and detailed table of contents: Novels: The Lodger The Chink in the Armour The End of Her Honeymoon Love and Hatred What Timmy Did What Really Happened The Story of Ivy From Out the Vast Deep Good Old Anna The Red Cross Barge The Heart of Penelope Barbara Rebell Jane Oglander The Uttermost Farthing Short Stories: Studies
in Wives Althea's Opportunity Mr. Jarvice's Wife A Very Modern Instance According to Meredith Shameful Behaviour? The Decree Made Absolute Studies in Love and Terror Price of Admiralty The Child St. Catherine's eve The Woman from Purgatory Why they Married Biography: His Most Gracious Majesty King Edward VII
A large dictionary
Probable Cause
Inside the Web
Health [a Monthly Devoted to the Cause and Cure of Disease]
The Thicket
The Lodger, The End of Her Honeymoon, What Really Happened, From Out the Vast Deep, Studies in Love and Terror, The Chink in the Armour, Love and Hatred, Barbara Rebell, The Heart of Penelope
They killed Keith in the early afternoon, sending Davey running for his life. Both guided and misguided by the bewildering content of a taped message, Davey scrambles to fi nd his dead friends sea-chest and to discover its mysterious, lethal contents. He fi nds himself in a race with others who are after Keiths
chest, people for whom abduction and torture are all in a days work. Forces on both sides of the law seem to want the contents of Keiths chest to stay buried, under bodies if necessary. While searching for Keiths sea-chest, Davey seeks within himself the courage and determination to follow the obscure, narrow, and
treacherous path upon which Keith had set him, never knowing if its the path to safety or simply another dead end.
A gentleman, a scoundrel, an earl, and a duke … Four charming heroes, four love stories, four novellas in one package. All novellas are previously published. A STUDY IN SCANDAL Lady Samantha Lennox is fleeing an arranged marriage when she finds herself lost, accosted, and almost drowned, only to be rescued by a
handsome artist … who makes her start dreaming of happily-ever-after. A Scandalous novella.THE SECRET OF MY SEDUCTION A sensible spinster with a scandalous secret. A rakish businessman with a taste for risk—and pleasure. One very indecent proposal that won't remain secret or 'just business' for long. The final
chapter in the Scandalous series. A FASHIONABLE AFFAIR Felicity Dawkins is determined to save her family's dressmaking shop. The Earl of Carmarthen is determined to tear it down. But the attraction that sparks between them might upend all their plans … Originally published in Dressed to Kiss. WHEN I MET MY DUCHESS
Everyone expects the Duke of Wessex's wedding to be the society event of the Season. But when the duke meets his future bride's sister, he realizes he's about to marry the wrong woman … and his wedding is about to become the scandal of the year. Originally published in At the Duke's Wedding.
American crime fiction has developed into writing that has a commitment to democracy and the democratic way of life, a compassion and empathy and a style which has created a significant branch of American literature.
Shakespeare's Big Men
Black Theatre USA
Literature, Friends, Christ, Action
Life and Light for Woman
Arthurian Animation
The Music of the 4 Seasons Featuring Frankie Valli

Traces the history of African American drama, gathers major plays by African American writers, and includes background information on each play and author
Wrongly accused of witchcraft, pretty young Aed escapes death at the stake and drowning. Latent magic is aroused in her. A series of adventures takes her to Dragon's Mouth where she finds her sorceress mentor, Aitheda who might be immortal. Aitheda has an incredibly powerful magical sword called Gobansaor. This sword will affect their lives far more than they realise. Aed studies
hard and hones her skills using the four elements of magic before leaving the sanctuary of Dragon’s Mouth. Aed’s journey takes her through several cities along a circuitous route. Along the way, she experiences tragic losses, the joys of new friendships, betrayal, trickery and romance. The daunting fifth element of magic is learnt about and mastered at great cost. She also has to use her
awesome powers on many occasions to defend herself or those she cares about. She naively learns that trust has to be earned and that people cannot be judged by appearances alone. Read this exciting story and be prepared for the unexpected around every corner...
This is an exploration of the potent blend of Arthurian legend, cartoon animation, and cultural and artistic trends from 1933 to the present. In more than 170 theatrical and televised short cartoons, televised series and specials, and feature-length films from The Sword in the Stone to Shrek the Third--all covered in this book--animators have repeatedly brought the Round Table to life.
Although these productions differ greatly in tone and intent--spanning spectra from comic to sober, fantastic to realistic, and entertaining to edifying--they share in the proof of Camelot's continuing relevance in the modern world.
Daniel Boone, Sal Fink, Paul Bunyan
A Study of American Social and Professional Facilities to Care For, Cure, and Educate Crippled Children; a Complete Bibliography of Literature Bearing on this Subject; and a Complete Directory of Institutions and Agencies Engaged in this Work
The Baptist Missionary Magazine
Tragedy and the Problem of Resentment
The Adventures of Eugene Vidocq
To Nail A Serial Killer

A giant bear won't give up wrestling Daniel Boone. A band of pirates has kidnapped Sal Fink. A winding river is keeping Paul Bunyan's freshly-cut logs from getting to the settlers. How will these heroes prevail? Read this book to find out.
Nine suburban housewives are found murdered in their homes, and all have been raped. Gideon is called upon to investigate and is depressed not only by the sickening nature of the crimes, but also the unintended interference with his first ever visit to New York. But crime never stops, whether it be London or New York .....
A massive dust storm encircling the sector has stranded passengers on Spacebase 41-B. With the lights flickering, the HVAC system over stressed, and the Space Sailor's Bar running out of beer, could it get any worse? Actually, it can, and does when a waylaid Imperial spaceplane arrives carrying none other than the Imperial Family and Someone wants to play a little game. There will be winners and
there will be losers. The question is, Is dying a win or a loss?
The Epworth Herald
Aed's Journey
Misguided Intentions
Breaking New Ground
Chemistry & Atomic Structure
A Dead Man's Chest
Shakespeare's Big Men examines five Shakespearean tragedies - Julius Caesar, Hamlet, Othello, Macbeth, and Coriolanus - through the lens of generative anthropology and the insights of its founder, Eric Gans. Generative anthropology's theory of the origins of human society explains the social function of tragedy: to defer our resentment against the "big men" who
dominate society by letting us first identify with the tragic protagonist and his resentment, then allowing us to repudiate the protagonist's resentful rage and achieve theatrical catharsis. Drawing on this hypothesis, Richard van Oort offers inspired readings of Shakespeare's plays and their representations of desire, resentment, guilt, and evil. His analysis revives the
universal spirit in Shakespearean criticism, illustrating how the plays can serve as a way to understand the ethical dilemma of resentment and discover within ourselves the nature of the human experience.
Sometimes your customer is a galactic mega-corporation Sometimes your customer is a Galactic Commonwealth politician And sometimes, your customer is a guy who approaches you in a bar. Life is never boring for the crew of the Ghost
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A Guy Walks Into a Bar
Youth in the Modern World
The Old Man's Girlfriend
Plays by African Americans 1847 to Today
Between the Motion and the Act
Eugene Francois Vidocq was only sixteen when he left his native town of Arras in search of fortune and glory. A trouble maker, a thief, and a gifted natural swordsman, he wishes to reach America, become rich and marry a beautiful girl who captures his heart. But France is in a grip of bloody
revolution. The monarchy has fallen and chaos, crime, and anarchy reign supreme. Struggling for survival, Vidocq makes his way across the country fighting for his life and dream with wit, fists, stick and sharp blade. Forced to become a criminal in order to survive, he earns a reputation as
one of the most dangerous men in France. When a young and ambitious general Napoleon Bonaparte seizes power from the corrupt revolutionary regime, Vidocq sees a chance of redeeming himself from his past sins. Offering his services to Napoleonic police, he becomes an outlaw who hunts his own
kind and in the process becomes one of the finest detectives in France.
PCQ Inc. is a giant multinational chemical and pharmaceutical company whose products are in demand globally by industry, agriculture and the medical profession. Unfortunately, toxic and nuclear waste is a by-product in its 17 huge factories around the world.The CEO of PCQ is Mr Linden
Quartermain - LQ to his staff and friends. He is a revoltingly large, fat and ruthless man, intent on acquiring more wealth and power. He commands with fear and intimidation that his unscrupulous executives obtain permission to dump toxic waste in the far west of Australia's Northern
Territory, irrespective of whose integrity or even longevity is lost in the process.Dan Forsyth, Federal Attorney General and Bob Greaves, Minister of the Environment, are untouchables, but LQ believes every man has a price. A cargo ship with seven containers of lethal nuclear waste is heading
for Darwin.The two sides meet head on, each determined to achieve its goal, no matter the cost.
Take a step back in time to the mid-1970s—an era of Civil Rights, the Vietnam War, sex, drugs, rock-and-roll, and free love. The younger generation is looking to effect change in society, while the older, more conservative folks want to retain the American way of life. Annie Lee Holmes is
struggling to navigate the times. She’s endured mean-spirited treatment that would have driven a weaker person crazy, and now she has children and wonders what’s next. One husband has walked out on her and his children. Another has died suddenly, leaving behind another child. And Annie is not
quite sure how to be a human being…much less a single parent. Misguided Intentions paints a vivid and moving story of Annie Lee’s life journey and its effects on her ever-changing personality as she learns to keep her eyes on where she’s going—not where she’s been.
The Two Moons of Rehnor, Book 10
Slave Narratives: A Folk History of Slavery in the United States From Interviews with Former Slaves Texas Narratives (Complete)
The Wolf Chronicles
The War in South Africa, Its Cause and Conduct

Greed, war and corruption had almost destroyed the once-revered Orebegi tribe, and now it seemed that the strain of two years drought was to deliver the final blow. In a last-ditch effort to save what little he has left and to protect his family, Mat - grandson & heir to the legendary Chief 'Night-Eyes' Orebegi - sets out to see his Uncle Tazo, his hopes resting on a new
business venture. When Tazo is arrested for murder, Mat has to learn quickly and work as never before as he is thrown into a position that tests his ability and ingenuity to their limits. As he does so, he and his family slowly become more and more embroiled in a evil web of intrigue that brings the past back to haunt him. Will he be able to solve the murder and bring
about his Uncle's release? Will he finally be avenged for the murder of his ancestors? Everything is at stake, and Mat must prove himself worthy if he is to settle the past, restore the family honour, and earn the title of the new 'Chief Night Eyes'!
The 4 Seasons & Frankie Valli, rank among the top American vocal acts of all time. Collectively, they amassed seven #1 hits, 18 Top Ten, and an incredible 61 singles in the Hot 100. They also placed 32 LPS on the top albums charts. Their hit making years spanned more than a half-century. Their hits include: Sherry, Big Girls Don't Cry, Walk Like a Man, Rag Doll,
Working My Way Back to You, Can't Take My Eyes Off of You, My Eyes Adored You, December, 1963 (Oh, What a Night), Grease... Their stardom was no overnight success, as they struggled through lean years and recorded many flops while searching for that elusive hit record. The rag-to-riches story has been told via an award-winning Broadway musical & a Clint
Eastwood produced motion picture. Learn about the hits, misses, obscure album tracks and B-sides as they sang their way from delinquents to esteemed members of the R&R Hall of Fame. The book examines the music they made famous and tells of all the glorious years that passed between.
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